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Abstract. We consider a general doubly-infinite, positive-definite, 
quadratic programming problem. We show that the sequence of unique 
optimal solutions to the natural finite-dimensional subproblems strongly 
converges to the unique optimal solution. This offers the opportunity 
to arbitrarily well approximate the infinite-dimensional optimal solution 
by numerically solving a sufficiently large finite-dimensional version of 
the problem. We then apply our results to a general time-varying, infin- 
ite-horizon, positive-definite, LQ control problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a general doubly-infinite quadratic programming problem of  
the following form: 
(P) min ~, (xj ,  Qjx~), 
j = l  
s.t. Ai,i_lXi_ 1 q-,4iixi~-bi, i = l, 2 , . . . ,  
xj69t "j, j =  1, 2 . . . . .  
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where A~0 is defined to be 0, Qj is a symmetric matrix for each j, bi~ t l  m' for 
each i, and Ai, i- l, Ai; are matrices of  appropriate sizes for each i. The lower- 
staircase structure of  the constraint system is equivalent to the condition that 
each constraint contains finitely many variables and each variable appears in 
at most finitely many constraints. An important special case is the LQ regul- 
ator problem (Ref. 1). 
As we shall see, we may, without loss of  optimality, embed (P) in the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 
n ~  oo . (xj))=, x j e ~ R " J , j = l , 2 , . . .  ; Z  Ilxj[[~<ov 
j = l  
the real Hilbert sum of the Nnj. We assume that the linear operator Q, given 
by 
Q(x)=(Qjxj)~=l, x=(xj)~=leH, 
is a bounded operator mapping H to itself. Note that Q is a bounded 
operator if and only if 
s u p  Ilajll2< ~ ,  
1 < j < o v  
where II 9 112 is the matrix norm corresponding to the underlying Euclidean 
norm, also denoted by Jl" J[2. Of  course, Q is also self-adjoint since each Qj 
is symmetric, j = 1, 2 , . . . .  
Throughout this paper, we will assume that Q is positive definite in the 
following sense. In conventional operator theory, an operator T is positive 
definite if (v, T(v)) > 0, for all v in the underlying Hilbert space K different 
from zero. Here, Q is positive definite in this sense if and only if Qs is a 
positive-definite matrix, for each j =  1, 2 , . . . .  However, we adopt the 
stronger notion of  positive definiteness offered in Refs. 2-3. See also Ref. 4, 
where the term positive bounded below is used. Thus, we will say that an 
operator T is positive definite if there exists a T > 0  such that 
aTllvll2~@, T(v)~, reg .  
This is a stronger notion, since for example, if K is the space l 2 of square- 
summable sequences and 
T(v)=((1/i)vi)~=l, v~l 2, 
then T satisfies the former condition but not the latter. Moreover, it is not 
difficult to verify that, in general, T is positive definite if and only if there 
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exists a >0  and a positive-semidefinite operator R : K ~ K ,  i.e., 
(v, R(v))>O, oeK, 
such that 
(v, T(v) )=(v ,  R(v))+allvll 2, veK. 
In terms of the Qj, it can be shown that our operator Q is positive definite 
(in the stronger sense) if and only if each Q] is positive definite, for j =  
1, 2 . . . . .  and the aoj can be chosen so that 
inf aej>O. 
1 < j <  co 
We also assume that the feasible region X, where 
X = {x~H: Ai, i - lXi-I  q t - A i i x i = b i ,  i = 1, 2 . . . .  }, 
is nonempty. As we shall see in Section 2, there is no loss of optimality in 
requiring that X ~ H ,  i.e., requiring that 
oo 
y. Ilxjll2< oo 
j = l  
be included among the constraints. Of course, X is closed and affine in H, 
and for each xeH,  we have 
(x, Q(x) )=  ~ (xj, Qvxj). 
j = l  
For Q positive definite, it is well known that ( - ,  Q(" )) defines an inner 
product ( - , . ) e  on H, with associated norm n'lle given by 
Ilxll~ = (x, Q(x)), xeH.  
Since 
aqllx[t 2< ]lxlt2o <- IIQII llxll 2, x~H, 
it follows that (H, ( . ,  ")o) is a Hilbert space H o, which is the same set as 
H and which is equivalent to H as a normed space. Thus, (P) may be 
reformulated as follows: 
(P) min Ilxll~. 
x E X  
Consequently, an optimal solution to (P) is simply a best approximation in 
X to the zero element of H, where X is closed, convex, and nonempty. Such 
is well known to exist and be unique (Ref. 5). We let x*= (x*)~l denote 
the unique solution to problem (P) in H. 
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Our main objective in this paper is to approximate this optimal solution 
by the unique optimal solutions to the finite-dimensional subproblems (PN), 
N-=- 1, 2 . . . . .  obtained by truncating (P) after N vector variables and N 
vector constraints. This is done in Section 2. In particular, we construct a 
sequence of optimal solutions to the subproblems (PN), which when 
embedded in H, converges to x*, thus yielding solution convergence. Analo- 
gously, the corresponding sequence of optimal objective values converges to 
the objective value of x*, thus yielding value convergence. These are the 
main results of this paper. In Section 3, we apply these results to a general 
time-varying, infinite-horizon, positive-definite, linear-quadratic control 
problem. This extends to the time-varying case the work of Lee, Chou, and 
Barr (Ref. 2), who demonstrated weak convergence of the finite-horizon 
optimal controls for the time-invariant case, and that of Zabczyk (Ref. 3), 
who later showed that this convergence is in fact strong. See also Schochet- 
man and Smith (Ref. 6), who demonstrated strong convergence in the pres- 
ence of a bounded control space. 
2. Approximation of Optimal Solutions 
Our objective in this section is to approximate the optimal solution x* 
of (P) by optimal solutions to finite-dimensional subproblems of (P). We 
will do the same for the corresponding objective function values. 
We first observe however that there is no loss of optimality in requiring 
that the feasible region X in problem (P) satisfy X~_H, as opposed to 
X ~ H~ 1~R"J more generally. The objective value C(x) for x e 1-I~ 1~R"J is given 
by 
C(x) = ~ <xj, Qjxj>, 
j= l  
where 0_< C(x)< oo. Since Q is positive definite, there exists aej > O, for each 
j, such that 
acjllxA~ <_ <xj, Qjxj>, 
inf aoj> O. 
l_<j<oo 
Suppose that 
xeII~j~R "j and xCH, 
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i.e., 
Then, 
IIxA~-- ~ .  
j = l  
C(x) = Y, (xj, Qjxj) 
j=l 
>_ ~ aajllxA 2 
j = l  
> inf aej ~ Ilxjlf~, 
1 <j<co j = [  
which implies that C(x) = oo for such x. Thus, if Q is positive definite, there 
is no loss of  optimality in requiring that the feasible solutions to (P) be 
square summable. Moreover, since X r  ~ ,  it follows that the optimal objec- 
tive value C * =  C(x*) for (P) satisfies 0 < C * <  o% because 
C(x) = (x, Q(x)) ,  xeH. 
Next, we construct finite-dimensional approximating subproblems of  
(P) corresponding to finite truncations of (P). Specifically, for each N =  
1, 2 . . . . .  let (PN) be defined as follows: 
(PN) min 




Ai.i-lxi-l+Aiixi=bi, i = 1 , 2  . . . . .  N, 
xje !R"J, j= 1, 2 . . . . .  N. 
If we let @N denote the feasible region to (PN), then (I) N is a closed, affine 
subset of  1-IJV= I~R "j, which is nonempty, since it must contain (x* . . . . .  x*). 
Moreover, the operator Q1 x- 9 9 • QN is positive definite on FI~= 1!R "j. Conse- 
quently, as for (P), there exists a unique solution in ~ u  to (PN), which we 
denote by ( ~ . . . . .  IN). The optimal value C* for (PN) is then given by 
N 
C * =  2 (~jv, Q j ~ ) ,  N =  1, 2 . . . . .  
j=l 
Next, we embed (PN) in H. Let XN be the closed, affine space in H 
given by 
- • ~ 9 t " 0 ,  N = 1 ,  2 ,  " XN--~JN ( ( ~ j = N +  1 . . . .  
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i.e., XN consists of arbitrary square-summable extensions in H of the 
elements of ~U- Then, 
XN+I C_XN, N =  1, 2 . . . .  , 
X - ~ - N ~ =  1 X N . 
In particular, XN ~ fg, all N. 
Let QN: H-- .H be defined by 
QU(x) = (Qlxl . . . . .  QNXN, 0 . . . .  ), x e H ,  
so that QN is a positive-semidefinite operator on H, for all N. Define (pN) 
to be the problem obtained by embedding (PN) in H, that is, 
N 
(PN) min CN(X ) = <X, QN(x)> = ~ <Xj, Qjxj>, 
j = l  
s.t. x e X n .  
Clearly, each (PN) has infinitely many optimal solutions X* in XN given by 
X * = { x e H : x -  N ._ j -  ~- , j -  1, 2 . . . .  , N; xj arbitrary, j >  N}. 
In particular, we let i N denote the element of X* given by 
( ' =  ( ~,~ . . . . .  ~ ,  0, 0 . . . .  ), 
so that ~NEH, for all N, and 
C~r=<~N, QN(~N)>, U = l ,  2 , . . . .  
It is important to note that although in general 
<X, QN(x)><__<X, Q(x)> = Ilxll , x e H ,  
since ~jN= O, f o r j > N ,  we have that 
CN. = <~N, QN(~N)> = <~N, Q(~N)> = ligNIte, N= 1, 2 , . . . .  
Lemma 2.1. The sequence {~N}~=I is bounded in H. 
Proof. Since x*eX ,  it follows that x*eXN,  for all N. Hence, 
C * <  <x*, Q'V(x*)>, N =  1, 2 . . . . .  
But 
N 
<x*, QN(x*))= 2 <xT, QJxT) 
j=l 
<_ Q xt> 
j=l 
= <x*, Q(x*)>, N =  1, 2 . . . . .  
so that , oo {C^r}N= i is as bounded sequence of real numbers. 
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Now, suppose that  {~N}~= 1 is not bounded in H, i.e., (11 ~NII }~v= 1 is not 
a bounded sequence of real numbers. Then, {11 N o~ IIQ}N=~ is not  bounded  
either. But 
II~NII~= (~N, Q(~N))=(~N, QN(~N))=C~r ' N =  1, 2 , . . . ,  
which is a contradiction. [] 
The following is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. If  Q is positive definite in problem (P), then the sequence 
{~N}~=~ converges strongly to x*. In particular, the sequence {~}~=l  con- 
verges to x*, for each j = 1, 2 , . . . .  Moreover, the sequence * ~ {CN}N=I con- 
verges to C*. 
Proof. Let {~Nk}k~ 1 be an arbitrary subsequence of {~N}~v=,, which 
is necessarily bounded also. By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem (Ref. 7), we 
may assume (passing to a subsequence if necessary) that {~Uk}2=l converges 
weakly to some y in H. 
The constraints of  (P) have been given as a system of vector equations. 
However, each scalar constraint of  (P) is easily seen to be of  the form 
(a ,x)=b,  where x~H, b~9t, and a is of the form ( a l ,O , . . . ) ,  for a le9t  n', 
or of  the form ( 0 , . . . ,  O, a~-l, at, O, . . . ) ,  for ai_l~Re hi-1 and aieOV i. Thus, 
f gNk)oo a is in H in either case. Also, t,, r must eventually satisfy every such 
scalar constraint. Therefore, (a, ~sk> = b, for k sufficiently large. However, 
(a, ~Nk>--*(a,y>, as k--*~, so that (a,y>=b. Thus, y must satisfy each 
constraint of (P), i.e., yeX  necessarily. 
Next we show that {~Nk}2=~ converges strongly to y. By definition of  
the inner product on H e, it follows that {~Uk}~=~ also converges weakly to 
y in H e. Since yeX, it follows that yeXu~, for all k, so that 
i.e., 
C,k < (y ' QNk(y)), 
= (~N~, QUk(~u~)) 
= C *  Nk 
< (y ,  QN~(y)) 
< (Y, Q(y) 5 
= Ilyll~, k =  1, 2 . . . . .  
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IIIN~IIQ~ IlYlIQ, k =  1, 2 . . . . .  
Now, observe that a weakly convergent sequence in a Hilbert space is 
strongly convergent, provided the norms of the sequence elements are 
bounded by the norm of the weak limit (Ref. 8, p. 206). Consequently, 
{~Nk}~= 1 c o n v e r g e s  strongly to y in HQ, and hence in H. 
Next, we show that y = x*. If  not, then 
i.e., 
C(x*) < c(y),  
IIx*N~< tlyll~, 
because yeX. Since {~N~}~= 1 converges strongly to y in H, we have that 
lim It~Nk!l 2= Ilyll z, 
k ~  
and hence, 
lim IlfNkll~ = IlYlI~, 
k ~ o o  
Thus, for large k, 
II~N~II~> IIx*ll~. 
But since x* eXNk, we have 
CNk( i Nk) <-- CNk(X*), 
for all k. Therefore, 
[l~Nkl[~ = ( i  Nk, Q(iNk)) 
= (iNk,  QNk(ink)) 
= CNk(~Nk) 
<-- CNk(X*) 
= (X*, QNk(x*)) 
<_ (x*, Q(x*)) 
X* 2 =]1 Ho, k = l , 2  . . . . .  
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so that 
II~Nkll ~ IIx* II ~, all k, 
a contradiction. Hence, y = x* and iNk--'X * in H, as k ~ .  
of {i }N=l has a subse- We have shown that an arbitrary subsequence N 
quence which converges to x* in H. Thus, {iN}pv=l converges to x* in H. 
Consequently, 
lim IN=x *, j = l , 2  . . . . .  
N~c~ 
Finally, since IN~x  * in HQ necessarily, we have that 
C~l = ( i  N, aN(iN))  
= ( i  N, Q(IN)) 
= IICtl  
converges to [Ix* 2 IIQ-- C*, as N---r~. [] 
To summarize the main result of this section for problem (P), in the 
case of Q positive definite, (P) admits a unique solution x* which may be 
arbitrarily well approximated by solving sufficiently large finite-dimensional 
versions of (P). 
3. Application to Control Theory 




~. [yffSjyj-[- Hff-lRj-lUj-,], 
j = l  
yi=Ai_lYi_l+Bi_lUi_l+dl, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  
y j e~  n , uj- 1 egi m , j = l , 2  . . . . .  
where Y0 is given and each di is a known exogenous parameter (e.g., demand 
in production-inventory models). For the j th  period, yj is the j th  state and 
uj is the resulting j th  control. Note that the cost of the initial state Y0 is 
constant and may be omitted. This problem is essentially an infinite-horizon 
version of the familiar LQ regulator problem (Ref. 1). 
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Prob lem (C) may,  wi thout  loss of  opt imali ty ,  be rewrit ten as follows: 
0 yj 
min  j=~I<[YUI_,], [0 Sy Ry-l][u,-l]> 
s.t. ,,,,o~[:,]=Ao,~o-~,,, i=,, 
Lbli-  2-] bti - 1 
= - d r ,  i = 2 ,  3 . . . . .  
[YY ]eg~"+m, j = l , 2  . . . . .  
Uj- ]  
where, in this case, 
LUj- IJ 
Ai, i- 1 = [At- 1,0],  i =  2, 3 , . . .  , 
Air=[-LBr_,], i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  
b~ = AoYo - dl ,  i = 1, 
br = - d r ,  i = 2 ,  3 . . . . .  
{(E ]I] I H = Y} Yy Uj-1  - 1 :  ~ ~lt n + "n' 
_ L U j - 1 _ 1  
j =  1, 2 , . . .  ; ~ [llyjrl2 2 + I[uj-, It 2] < oo}, 
j= l  
~ 
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Lemma 3.1. If 
sup IlSjll=<~ and sup IIRj-~II=<~, 
1 _<j< oo 1 _<j< oo 
then Q is a bounded linear operator on H. 
Proof. In this case, supl<_j<oollOyll2 is bounded by the maximum of 
supl-w< co IlSjl[= and sup; -w< co [[Rj_ ~112. [] 
Lemma 3.2. If the Sj and Rj_ t , j =  1, 2 , . . . ,  are positive definite and 
the asj and aRj_l can be chosen such that 
inf ass>O and inf aRj_~>0, 
I _<j< co 1 < j <  c~ 
then Q is positive definite on H. 
Proof. In this case, each Qj is positive definite and infj_w<ooaQj is 
bounded below by the minimum of infl_<S<ooasj and infl<j<ooaRj_,. [] 
We assume that the matrices S i and Rj_ 1 are symmetric, so that each 
matrix Qj is symmetric, j =  1, 2 , . . . .  We also assume the hypotheses of 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, so that Q is a bounded linear operator on H which is 
positive definite. Finally, we assume that the feasible region X (contained 
in H)  is nonempty. 
As in Section 2, problem (C) has a unique solution x* = (x*)~ 1 in X 
for 
y* 
xj,=F 1, J--- ,, . . . . .  
LUj-1J 
where for each stage j, y* e ~ "  is the resulting optimal state and u*_ 1 e 9t m is 
the optimal control. For convenience, we let 
y * = ( y * ) ~ l  and u*=(u*_O~l.  
Our objective here is to approximate the vector y* of optimal states and the 
vector u* of optimal controls by corresponding optimal solutions for finite 
truncations of (C). We will also approximate the optimal cost, 
C* = ~ [(y*)tSy* + (u 7 ,)'R i- ,u 7- ,l, 
j = l  
for (C) by the optimal costs to these finite truncations. 
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To this end, for each N = 1, 2 . . . . .  let (CN) denote the finite-dimensional 
truncation of (C) which is analogous to (PN), i.e., 
N 
(CN) min ~ [yjSsyj+uj_,Rj_,uj_~], 
j= l  
s.t. yi=Ai-lyi-l+Bi-lui_l+di, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  N, 
yje~', uj-l~ffr m, j = l , 2  . . . .  N, 
with yo given. As above, (CN) can be rewritten as 
(CN) min g~, /[Yui_l],[  Sj O j _ l ] [ : i _ l ] ) ,  
s t  1 
- IA 
As in Section 2, for each N, problem (CN) has a unique solution 
(~,.. 9 , ~N), where this time 
] 
L~7-,J' 
for r / 7 ~  ", the optimal state for (CN) beginning stage j, and/jN_~ ~ , ~ ,  the 
optimal control for (CN) at stage j, for j =  1, 2 . . . . .  N. As in Section 2, we 
define 
e N = ( ~  . . . . .  r  . . . .  ), 
Analogously, we let 
~N= (~7 . . . . .  ~ ,  0 . . . .  ), 
~ = ( U ~  . . . . .  u ~ , 0  . . . .  ), 
N = 1 , 2  . . . . .  
N = l , 2  . . . . .  
N = l , 2  . . . . .  
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The corresponding optimal cost C* for (CN) is then 
N 
E N t  N N t N [ (q j )S j r  b + (pj_~) Rj_,/Ij_,], N = I ,  2 , . . . .  
j = l  
We next apply the main results of Section 2 to problem (C). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that, for problem (C), the matrices Sj and Rj_ 
are symmetric and positive definite, for each j =  1, 2 . . . . .  and satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Suppose that the feasible region for 
problem (C) is nonempty. Then, the state sequence {r/N}~v=l converges 
strongly to the vector y* of optimal states, i.e., 
~11 N * 2  7) -Ys  112--'0, N-- ,~,  
j = l  
and the control sequence {pN}~v=1 converges strongly to the vector p* of 
optimal controls, i.e., 
* 2 
p]-ll[2~0, N ~ .  
j = l  
In particular, for each j =  1, 2 . . . .  , the sequence {r/N}~=j converges to y* 
and the sequence {/tT_~}~=~ converges /1"_~. Finally, the cost sequence 
{C*} converges to the optimal cost C*, i.e., 
N 
E N t  N N t N [(7) ) Sjrb + (P]-,) Rj-,/Jj-1] 
j = l  
oo 
~ E [(y*)tSy*+(u*_,)'Rj_,p*_,], as N~oo.  
j=l 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.2. [] 
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